The turbulence generators are routinely used to produce very turbulent flows. Special type of vertically slenderize spires are applied to enhance turbulent diffusion from the surface upwards in order to increase the boundary layer depth. This paper studies the influence of variable upstream distance of generators on formation of both vortical and non-vortical organized structures within a test section. The 2-component 2-dimensional time-resolved particle image velocimetry measurement of the flow was performed in the wind channel with very rough surface. Intermittent flow dynamics was evaluated by means of higher order moments, vorticity, quadrant and wavelet analysis. The downstream evolution of the flow suggests that equilibrium between roughness-and spires-produced turbulence was reached at the distance of 7 spires height.
Introduction
The homogeneous and theoretically isotropic turbulence is the simplest case of turbulence to study and much of turbulence theory centres on it. Grid-generated turbulence in the well-controlled environment of wind channels is a classic example of homogeneous turbulence [1] . The flow around a grid produces free shear stress and generates flow features with various scales. The scale of these turbulent structures is strongly influenced by both a scale and a shape of the grid [2] .
The grid shapes and their impact on the flow were investigated by many authors in great detail [e.g., 2, 3, 4, 5]. Special attention was paid to laminar boundary layer subjected to a free-stream turbulence [3, 6] . They witnessed a faster transition to turbulence with larger integral length scales, produced by a coarser grid, in the free-stream turbulence. Klebanoff in [7] experimentally and Brandt et al. later numerically in [6] also found formation of fast-and slow-stream-wise velocity streaks in the boundary layer induced by external turbulence. Westin et al. in [8] documented that the amplitude of the stream-wise velocity perturbations increases with downstream distance.
For the afore-mentioned cases, there is no production of turbulent energy in the flow behind the grid and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) decays exponentially [9] . The situation is different in the proximity of a rough surface where a production of TKE exists.
If the flow with decaying turbulence merges with a boundary layer, where TKE is produced by the shear near the wall, the flow tries to establish equilibrium between loss and production of TKE. This is happening in a so-called transition region and the equilibrium is reached further downstream. The scale of turbulence is also changing in the transition region where structures emerging from internal surface layer intermingle with larger structures from external turbulent flow [10] . The general wind tunnel guidelines recommend a proper and sufficient downstream distance of the investigation position from the turbulence generators to ensure a horizontally homogeneous and fully developed turbulent flow [e.g., 11]. In the case of Irwin turbulence generators the equilibrium distance is reached at approx. 6-times turbulence generator height [12] .
The turbulence generators in the shape of spires (Counihan type, Irwin type, and their modifications, generally a row of tall ellipsoids or triangles perpendicular to the flow) are often used to vertically enhance turbulence created in the boundary layers. They are mainly applied in the field of wind tunnel modelling of environmental flow. The vertical extent of boundary layer created by the spires in combination with a rough surface is greater than extent of boundary layer above a rough surface solely. The spire-generated vortices help to diffuse the turbulence created by roughness elements toward much higher elevations and after adjustment region the equilibrium state is reached and the flow characteristics attain smooth vertical profiles.
The studies on consecutive changes of intermittent flow character with downstream distance from the spires are rather sparse. This paper therefore focuses on the evolution of the internal and external turbulence along the channel axis with help of coherent structure detection methods, which comprise vorticity, quadrant analysis and wavelet analysis. We identified unsteady vortical and non-vortical structures at various distances and evaluated the equilibrium point between spires-generated and roughness-generated turbulence.
Experimental Set-up
The measurement campaign was conducted in a pressure driven wind channel with the dimensions 0.25 m x 0.25 m x 3.00 m. Here, the temporally-spatial measurement of flow dynamics by means of timeresolved particle image velocimetry (TR-PIV) was performed. The TR-PIV provided 2-D snapshots of the instantaneous velocity vectors in a single stream-wise-vertical plane XZ at wind-channel centerline (see Fig. 1 ). One run of TR-PIV measurement lasted for 20 s with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz provided data suitable for statistical analysis, the second run lasting for 2 s with sampling frequency of 2000 Hz offered temporal resolution suitable for dynamical analysis. The reference wind speed at windchannel mouth was 5 ms The surface roughness consisted of 72 series of thin metal erected plates with length L e = 0.5 mm, width W e =13 mm and height H e = 8 mm. The aerodynamic blockage of the roughness elements was 2%. Three spires, vertically-truncated triangles, with length L s = 2 mm, bottom width W s = 44 mm and height H s =240 mm, were installed at the beginning of the rough surface. The distance between two spires was 74 mm (centre to centre), the distance from the spire centre to the channel side wall was 52 mm. The blockage of the spires (solidity) was 34%. The reference position of spires (labelled D4), for which the flow at the measurement position is considered to be horizontally independent and fully developed, is placed at the distance D = 7H s upstream from the investigated region (IR). The impact of four different stream-wise distances between the spires and IR on the flow was measured. The overviews of spires positions and laser setup are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. The axis parallel with prevailing wind is labelled as X, the lateral one as Y and the wall-normal as Z. 
Flow statistics
The direct influence of the spire distance could have been demonstrated on all obtained physical quantities. Fig. 2a ,b,c shows the mean velocity, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and Reynolds stress profile, respectively. Fig. 2a illustrates the agreement of the mean longitudinal velocity profiles for D3 and D4, implying the equilibrium state of boundary layer, whereas a notable systematic deflection from these profiles occurs for closer spire positions D1 and D2. The mean wind speed is substantively lower for D1 as the TKE dramatically increases (Fig. 2b) .
Turbulence generated by spires is dispersed in the direction of strongest negative turbulence energy gradient, i.e. to the walls. At the distance D1, i.e. 1.7H s , the spire-generating production of TKE dominates over the whole extent of the boundary layer. The maximum of TKE is located approximately in the middle of the channel (Z/H s = 0.52) and decays in all directions (profile D1 in Fig. 2b ). Further downstream, the equilibrium of produced and dissipated TKE of the spire-surface pair is reached in the inertial sublayer (up to Z/H s = 0.4). The outer layer above this level (0.4 < Z/H s <0.6) is characterised by a slow decay of spires-generated TKE with increasing upstream distance (profile D2-D4).
Presence of inertial sublayer is also evident from vertical Reynolds stress profile (Fig. 2c) , where constant values of <u'w'> exist in the range Z/H s = 0.05-0.40 and it decreases in the graph upwards for distances greater than D3 = 5.2H s.
In the near-surface layer, the Reynolds stress sharply changes around the level of Z/H s = 0.03, which corresponds to the height of roughness elements. The natural decrease of momentum flux above the inertial sublayer (Z/H s > 0.4) at distance D4 = 7H s (profile D4 in Fig. 2c ) agrees with a prescription for a fully developed boundary layer from guideline [11] .
Closest to the spires (profile D1 in Fig. 2c ), the <u'w'> profile attains maximum negative value at level Z/H s = 0.52, which fits into the concept of the momentum and TKE transport from the channel center to the walls. Moreover, the sharp gradient in the near-wall region is significantly reduced for D1. 3a ,b,c depicts TKE in the XZ-plane across the PIV illuminated regions. Both cases D1 and D2 clearly show evolution of the TKE along the longitudinal X-direction as a consequence of not established equilibrium between the spires-and the surface-generated turbulence. The disturbance is spread downstream from the spires under a certain angle, ranging from 8° near the ground up to 40° at the channel centre. Near the surface, the area of enhanced TKE relates to the wake behind the roughness element with height of 0.03H s . The equilibrium and horizontal homogeneity in terms of TKE is reached at the distance D3 = 5.2H s . The wind flows from left to right.
Vorticity
The planar velocity from XZ plane allows to calculate span-wise vorticity (Fig. 4a,b,c) . The mean vorticity near the surface is positive (with clock-wise sense of rotation), contributing to the shear stress at the wall. The positive vorticity peak is located just behind the roughness elements, at level 0.03H s . This peak is notably suppressed in the vicinity of the spires, as shown for the case D1 (Fig. 4a) , since an enhanced vertical transport of TKE to the wall diverts the prevailing horizontal flow into more descending flow. This phenomenon induces a less efficient impact angle of roughness element and causes a weak wake formation behind it. In Fig. 4a , a relative increase of negative vorticity (anticlock-wise sense of rotation) is observed at upper layers just behind the spires. This higher occurrence of negative vorticity can be found over the whole boundary layer thickness. The reason is that just behind the spires with gaping Y/H s = 0.125, turbulence is disarranged, turbulent structures achieve smaller scale and regions with mean negative vorticity are frequently present. The existence of negative vorticity also corresponds to the increase in variance of instantaneous vorticity pictured in form of histogram D1 in Fig. 5a . Further downstream, the surface-generated positive vorticity is spread in the whole inertial sublayer (up to 0.4H s ). The regions of the negative vorticity present in the upper part of Fig. 4b ,c are remains of the spires-generated turbulence and shrink with downstream distance.
Histogram of instantaneous vorticity in Fig. 5a , calculated from time-series of vorticity for positions D1-D4 at height Z PIV /H s = 0.42, is the narrowest for equilibrium case D4 but remaining of similar shape for all three spire distances D2, D3 and D4. The histogram notably differs for case D1 for which it is considerably widened. Change of the shape in the vorticity distribution at spires' neighbourhood leads to the lowering of the mean vorticity values over almost the whole vertical BL extent, including the peak value near the ground, as shown in Fig. 5b . The moment of third order -skewness of the vorticity -further confirms the existence of stronger positively skewed vorticity in flow far away from spires (Fig. 5c) . The positive clock-wise vorticity, associated with frequent number of clock-wise vortices, is prevailing feature in the fully developed turbulent boundary layer. On the other hand, the partially developed boundary layer apparently exhibits more Gaussian distribution with lower skewness, resulting in more equal occurrence of both the clockwise and anticlock-wise vortices.
Integral length scales and length of organised structures
The presence of vortices and shear layer with both senses of rotation just behind the spires affects the formation and decay of the characteristic structures in the flow. The size of characteristic structures can be determined from the longitudinal integral length scale, expressed in a form of L UX in Fig. 6 . The integral length scale was calculated from wind speed autocorrelation function. Integral time scale τ was marked as a time lag when the correlation coefficient equals 1/e. L UX is obtained as τ multiplied by the local mean wind speed. According to guidelines, the integral length scale is supposed to increase with height [11] . This concept agrees with attached eddy hypothesis and with commonly accepted concept of enlarging of coherent structures with distance from wall [15, 16] . Fig. 6 shows that the representative case D4 (dark grey line) is found to be in agreement with the guideline's recommendation. The quadrant analysis is capable to identify a specific structure based on the direction of momentum flux contained inside it. As its name suggests, the quadrant analysis separates the momentum flux captured in an event into four quadrants based on the sign of both the longitudinal and vertical velocity fluctuations. The definition of the quadrant analysis is pictured at the bottom in Fig. 7 . For each quadrant, the length of the compact body of a specific quadrant event was evaluated.
The relative contribution of momentum flux from particular quadrant to total momentum flux in the entire IR for each dimensionless time instance, T* = t.U max /H Umax (where U max is maximal wind speed across the wind channel and H Umax is the elevation where maximal wind speed was observed), was evaluated and plotted in Fig. 7a ,b for sweep and ejection events. In representative case D4, the sweep and ejection occasionally contain up to 90% of the total momentum flux what makes them definitively dominant contributors to the TKE in the turbulent boundary layer. The maximum value of contribution from sweep and ejection notably decreases behind the spires as demonstrated in the case D1 in Fig. 7a . In both cases, the sweep and ejection exhibits unequivocal compactness, we can therefore specify their length based on their duration while passing by the investigated region and on estimated convective speed. The only unknown variable might be a threshold in form of percentage of relative contribution (ordinate in Fig. 7a,b) for definition of the beginning and the end of the compact event. In this paper, we had chosen the threshold to be 30% (red dotted line in Fig. 7a,b ). . The length is determined on relative contribution threshold factor (ordinate in Fig. 7a,b) . From this plot, we can see that the median length is consistent in magnitude for all spires distances D1-4, regardless the threshold factor. The investigated region located at the largest distance from spire (D4 in Fig. 8a ) comprises sweep structures with normalised size of approximately 1H s. In the regions closer to spires (D1-D3 in Fig. 8a) , the sweep structures appear to be two or three folds smaller. Similar results were found for the ejection events.
The histogram of normalised length of sweep events defined by means of 30% threshold criterion is depicted in Fig. 8b . Comparison between region distanced (D4) and region close (D1) to spires suggests that higher number of shorter sweep events occurs close to spires (empty orange bars) due to intensive shattering of turbulent features, whereas far from the spires, the events are likely to be homogeneously distributed (full grey bars).
Similar analysis for the outward-interaction events (not-shown) implies that they are less common in fully developed turbulence since the dominant portion of TKE is captured in sweep-ejection features. Inversely, the compact outward and inward interactions seem to be more common in the environment where anticlock-wise vorticity is frequent, such as in the region behind the spires. The outward-inward events are not just more frequent therein but they are relatively larger, although their absolute longitudinal size is still many times shorter than the size of sweep-ejection events. 
Wavelet analysis of organised structures
The sweep and ejection appears with specific frequencies in the flow. To determine individual frequency for each event, wavelet analysis was applied to data relating to the sweep and ejection. Wavelet analysis can detect arbitrary frequency of certain motion at every time-instance separately, so it is a suitable tool for the flow where structures involve different frequencies at different times [17] . In the paper, we used the Mexican hat function as a mother wavelet [18] . The input signal to which the mother wavelet is convolute upon is the relative contribution of the momentum flux from sweep and ejection features (illustrated in Fig. 7a,b) . The curve of relative contribution from the region just behind the spires (D1) is processed via Wavelet analysis into so-called scalogram in Fig. 9a . The horizontal axis stays for dimensionless time T* = t.U max /H Umax , the vertical axis represents reduced frequency f*=f.H Umax /U max . The colourful spots in the scalogram denote the power of the sweep fluctuations (orange spot) and ejection (green spot) fluctuations.
The same procedure was applied to sweep-ejection relative contribution curve from representatively distanced region (D4). Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b offer a comparison of the sweep and ejection events, their times of appearance in the flow and their frequency for D1 and D4 regions.
It is evident that the region far from the spires (D4) contains larger and long-living compact sweep and ejection events which capture higher portion of energy at lower frequencies (Fig. 9b) . On contrary, the region just downstream from spires comprises of significantly weaker short-time events, with lack of the energy at lower frequencies (Fig. 9a ). 
Conclusion
We have performed analyses of flow above a rough surface behind spires of solidity 34% positioned at four different upstream locations. The analyses comprised of the standard statistical methods, vorticity calculations and coherence detection methods including quadrant and wavelet analysis. We found the decay of spires-generated production of TKE with downstream distance to be evident at upper levels (Z/H s > 0.4). The surface-produced TKE together with the spire-produced TKE meet the balance between production and decay across inertial subrange (up to Z/H s = 0.4) after the fetch of X/H s = 5.2. The integral length scale showed significant increase along the whole measured longitudinal fetch (X/H s = 7). The specific compact events -sweep and ejection -elongate three-fold as well. Wavelet analysis reveals the energy shift to the lower frequencies with downstream distance.
These findings lead to an unambiguous conclusion that the flow structures after passing through spires are shattered and disarranged, with shorter length scales of eddies having both senses of rotation. With increasing downstream distance, the structures become larger as they supposedly merge into each other. The mechanism of the growth is unknown. The process of enlarging the flow features is documented in various studies to happen along a span-wise direction with consequences for a stream-wise dimension. In this paper, we were able to demonstrate the growth in the stream-wise direction.
